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Abstract—Recent multimedia experiences using techniques
such as DASH allow the streaming delivery to be adapted to
suit network context. Object Based Media (OBM) provides even
more flexibility as distinct media objects are streamed and com-
bined based on user preferences, allowing the experience to be
personalised for the user. As adaptation can lead to degradation,
modelling and measuring Quality of Experience (QoE) are crucial
to ensure a perceptibly-optimal user experience. QoE models
proposed for DASH include quality-related factors from single
video-object streams and hence, are unsuitable for multi-video
OBM experiences. In this paper, we propose an objective method
to quantify QoE for video-based OBM experiences. Our model
provides different strategies to aggregate individual object QoE
contributions for different OBM experience genres. We apply
our model to a case study and contrast it with the QoE levels
obtained using a standard QoE model for DASH.

Index Terms—QoE, model, OBM, Object-Based Media

I. INTRODUCTION

Object Based Media (OBM) presents a new form of multi-
media where the stream is identified by a number of separate
objects that together form the overall media experience. The
different objects are combined at the client, or at any point in
the network, to create a personalised AV presentation for the
user. OBM experiences can flex to adapt to user preferences,
device types, and consumption patterns. By deferring the
composition of the discrete media objects to occur downstream
and in response to user input, OBM delivery platforms can
create high degrees of personalisation and interactivity [1].

Research on Quality of Experience (QoE) for Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) has involved devel-
opment of Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) algorithms as well as
video quality metrics such as VMAF [2]. Whilst DASH can
be used to deliver simple AV-only OBM experiences via its
AdaptationSets (for different AV objects) and in-band event
signalling (for object orchestration), typical applications use a
combination of DASH streams and other assets for presenta-
tion. Though numerous QoE models have been proposed and
standardised for DASH streams, they are focused exclusively
on assessing video quality and playback experience. These
models are not applicable to OBM as they do not cover the
multi-faceted aspects of these experiences: multiple AV and
non-AV objects, and their spatial and temporal relationships.

This leads us to revisit a fundamental research question: how
can we objectively assess the QoE of an OBM experience? We
approach this question by understanding the OBM context,
identifying how a typical DASH QoE model operates for an

OBM experience, and then developing a new model for OBM.
Our contributions in this paper are:
• An introduction to OBM (§III) and a description of the

problem space (§IV).
• An analysis of the suitability of existing QoE approaches to

OBM (§V-A), and a proposed OBM-specific QoE assess-
ment model (§V-B).

II. BACKGROUND

Here, we briefly introduce DASH, in which the content
is encoded into multiple bitrates and divided into short and
interchangeable segments of equal duration, all of which are
described in a manifest file. The client selects an appropriate
quality bitrate for each segment, aiming to maximise the QoE,
which, can be divided into the following three main factors [3]:
Encoding Quality [4]–[9], Quality Switching [7], [10]–[13]
and Rebuffering [6], [14]–[18]. QoE models designed for
adaptive streaming aim to provide a single metric that encom-
passes all or most of the aforementioned factors by quantifying
their impact on the overall QoE of a streaming session [19].
There have been many models developed over the years [15],
[17], [20]–[22] including one standardised model, ITU-T Rec
P.1203 [23], that outputs a predicted Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) on a 5-point scale designed for subjective testing as
standardised in ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [24].

III. OBM PRIMER

OBM experiences place the user at the centre of the story
by allowing the narrative and its presentation to be adapted to
the user’s preferences. Using spatial and temporal placement
of media objects (audio, video and 2D/3D graphics) as well
as multiple representations of these objects, they allow (1) the
presentation to fit to user choices, device characteristics, and
crucially, (2) the user to navigate alternative story pathways.
OBM experiences can be consumed on heterogeneous devices
(smart TVs, phones, VR) and networks. This renders tasks
such as authoring, object-transformation, quality assessment
and timely delivery challenging.

A. Multi-Video OBM Definition

OBM refers to a media-experience representation based on
discrete atomised objects and a description of orchestration
rules/constraints that govern their presentation. The description
defines each object’s semantic role in the story and organises
all objects into editorially-coherent paths in a story graph.



The assembly of media-objects is dynamic (responds to events
such as user interaction), context-sensitive (uses user-data
and device characteristics) and can happen anywhere in the
distribution chain.

B. Examples

We created a number of trial experiences, testing various
combinations of branching narratives; alternative presentation
forms; optional display types, etc. BBC News Click 1000 is
a branching video narrative with just-in-time client decisions.
Forecaster is a factual presentation that allows multiple rendi-
tions based on the audience, e.g. switching the presenter with
a BSL signer, and hyperlocalisable overlays. Instagrammifi-
cation is a factual programme that can be presented in either
a documentary or entertainment-oriented track or a mixture
of both, each with varying audio and video. This presents,
based on user interests, location etc, a semantically-coherent
collection of clips, sections and facts.

Delivering a coherent and smooth presentation is non-trivial;
orchestration needs to account for/control characteristics of
individual objects (e.g. encoding quality, presentation speed),
their delivery (e.g. pre-fetching, concurrent decoding), and
adjust inter-object factors (e.g. colour grading, audio mixing,
playback synchronisation).

Given this, the notion of overall QoE poses challenges
to the production process. There is clearly a relationship
and balance between media-object-level presentation-quality
metrics as well as experience-level ones. We also need to know
what Encoding Qualities (e.g. resolutions) to generate for each
object based on its user-perceived importance. These metrics
can ensure that degradations are quantified and controlled
(e.g. step up/down a provided Encoding Quality ladder) in an
acceptable manner in a highly diverse delivery environment.

IV. PROBLEM SPACE

We now comment on the suitability of DASH QoE models
to OBM experiences, specifically in layered multi-video OBM.

A. Key differences between DASH and OBM

Linearity. An OBM experience can have more than one
stream. This non-linear nature means that QoE measuring
methods can vary during the lifetime of an OBM experience.
Differentiated priority. The relative importance of each
substream to the overall ‘experience’ may be a factor that is
determined by the production team on a ‘per-show’ basis.
Customisation. Dynamic customisation of elements is an
inherent feature of OBM; e.g., giving substreams different
priorities as reflected by their screen real estate properties.
Interactivity. This is the propensity of the user to customise
the experience. In lean-forward OBM experiences (high user
agency), the user actively interacts with the experience, e.g.
selects accessibility options or story branches. In lean-back
experiences (low user agency), customisation is based on pre-
specified preferences at a much coarser grain.
Fluid resource utilisation. A mixture of resources could
be used to deliver an OBM experience, ranging from cloud

Fig. 1. A BBC weather forecast programme divided into two OBM objects.

data-center resources, edge resources, network middleboxes,
and end-user devices such as smart TVs, headsets, and set-top
boxes. In this work, we focus only on client-side assembly.

B. Design goals

In light of these differences, QoE quantification techniques
need to be dynamic and customisable to match the nature of
OBM. Specifically, there is need for objective QoE models to:
• factor in the qualities of different elements,
• identify the importance of each element to the user,
• adjust to changes in the flow of the media content, timeliness

in order to avoid glitches; different types of latency,
• adapt to the presentation context, specifically in terms of

device capabilities and platform restrictions.

V. PROPOSED MODEL

When compared to typical adaptive streaming (e.g. DASH),
OBM introduces additional complexity to the estimation and
management of QoE in streaming sessions.

We specify a case study to illustrate QoE assessment using
DASH models. A typical weather forecast programme consists
of the presenter with the map behind them, each of which can
be delivered as a separate media object (Figure 1). The objects
can be combined at the client or in the network to create a
single video element. Each object can have several indepen-
dent quality representations, resulting in a number of possible
permutations of quality. Assuming a simple ABR ladder
consisting of low, medium, and high quality representations
corresponding to encoding settings of 416x234 at 145kbps,
768x432 at 730kbps and 1280x720 at 4500kbps respectively,
based on the recommended specifications for Apple devices
[25], there are nine possible quality permutations. In DASH,
there would be only three quality permutations of the video.

A. QoE using P.1203

Using P.1203 [26]–[28] in the highest mode of operation,
we can calculate the predicted MOS (1-5) of each quality
permutation, as well as of the individual media objects. The
input for the model for each quality permutation was created
by combining both media objects together into a single video
element, resembling the final video element that would be
displayed at the client, since QoE models designed for adaptive
streaming do not support multiple media objects. Media ob-
jects were encoded into H.264 using x264 [29] and combined
using ffmpeg [30]. As shown in Table I, we observe a
significant disparity between the predicted scores of all quality
representations for both media objects, with higher quality
correlating with better MOS - which also applies to quality



TABLE I
QOE ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY PERMUTATIONS OF THE FORECASTER PROGRAMME USING MULTIPLE STRATEGIES AS WELL AS P.1203 ALONE, WITH

MOS OF INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS SHOWN IN BRACKETS.

Presenter LQ (2.1) Presenter MQ (3.9) Presenter HQ (4.9)
P.1203 Avg Size SI TI P.1203 Avg Size SI TI P.1203 Avg Size SI TI

Map LQ (2.0) 2 2.1 2 2 2.1 3.5 3 2.3 2.3 3.2 4.6 3.4 2.5 2.4 3.9
Map MQ (3.5) 3.5 2.8 3.3 3.3 2.6 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.8 4.7 4.2 3.8 3.8 4.4
Map HQ (4.9) 4.7 3.5 4.4 4.5 3.1 4.7 4.4 4.7 4.7 4.3 4.7 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9

permutations where two media objects of the same quality
are combined. However, in the case of quality permutations
where media objects of different qualities are combined, the
predicted MOS gravitates strongly towards the MOS of the
higher quality object, rendering the MOS of the lower quality
object being severely underrepresented.

B. OBM-specific model

To estimate QoE in OBM, all individual media objects need
to be assessed. In other words, the QoE needs to be formulated
as a collection of the individual QoE scores of separate media
objects, where a single DASH model (such as P.1203) can be
used to estimate the QoE of each object. We postulate this as:

QoE = {P.1203(Object1), . . .P.1203(Objectn)} (1)

However, media objects can have varying levels of impor-
tance across different experiences as discussed in §IV-A. To
combine individual QoE scores into a single metric, we need
to find the balance between the individual media objects in
terms of perceived quality by user. This might depend on the
content type and will require subjective testing in the future.
In the mean time we develop the following four strategies to
quantify the impact of each media object on the overall QoE.
Average. This is a simple strategy in which we assume that all
media objects are of equal importance in terms of the quality
perceived by users. The overall QoE is calculated as:

QoE = Mean(P.1203(Object1), . . .P.1203(Objectn)) (2)

Size. This strategy prioritises media objects according to their
size in the final video element, where media objects occupying
more of the screen have a correspondingly greater impact on
QoE. The size of each object can be calculated by their average
area of occupancy across the compositing canvas. The overall
QoE is calculated as a weighted arithmetic mean of QoE scores
of all media objects, with weights adjusted using their size.

QoE =

∑N
n=1 P.1203(n) ∗ Size(n)∑N

n=1 Size(n)
(3)

Complexity. A strategy that leverages the Spatial Information
(SI) of media objects, assuming that objects with higher SI
will have greater impact on the perceived quality by users. SI
is measured using the methodology outlined in ITU-T P.910,
with overall QoE calculated as a weighted arithmetic mean
of QoE scores of all media objects, with each score adjusted
according to object’s SI.

QoE =

∑N
n=1 P.1203(n) ∗ SI(n)∑N

n=1 SI(n)
(4)

Motion. A strategy that prioritises media objects with higher
amount of motion, measured as Temporal Information (TI)
according to ITU-T P.910. The overall QoE is calculated as a
weighted arithmetic mean of QoE scores of individual media
objects, with scores adjusted according to measured TI.

QoE =

∑N
n=1 P.1203(n) ∗ TI(n)∑N

n=1 TI(n)
(5)

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

To assess our model in the context of the weather forecast
case study, we examine the P.1203 MOS of each quality
permutation using the four strategies – see results in Table I.

Average strategy successfully represents the QoE of both
media objects (map and presenter) as opposed to the baseline
where the QoE estimate of each quality permutation was
dominated by the higher quality object. Size strategy focuses
on the resolution of media objects in the final video element,
with larger objects being prioritised. In our example, the
presenter and map media objects occupy 20% and 80%,
respectively, of the final video’s resolution. The resulting QoE
estimates gravitate towards the MOS estimate of the map -
the larger object. Complexity strategy prioritises objects with
greater SI. In our example, the SI of the presenter and the
map were 23.5 and 122.2, respectively. Similar to the second
strategy, it resulted in the map object being better represented
in the overall QoE, with differences in estimates between
the two strategies within ±0.1. In Motion strategy, media
objects with greater TI have greater impact on the overall
QoE estimation. In our example, the TI equalled to 11.6 and
6.3 for the presenter and the map media objects, respectively.
This strategy resulted in the presenter object being better
represented in the overall QoE, as opposed to the previous two
strategies which resulted in the map object being prioritised.

All four strategies successfully improve over the baseline,
resulting in a variety of approaches that led to both media
objects being better represented. While the first strategy as-
sumes that all of media objects are equally important in terms
of QoE, the remaining three strategies prioritise objects by
leveraging a variety of object characteristics: Size, SI and TI.
However, these strategies are limited by the assumption that
the relationship between the measured characteristic and the
QoE importance is linear. The impact of these characteristics
on the overall QoE needs to be investigated using subjective
studies and quantified, which can vary across different types
of programmes, to create a hybrid strategy.
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